👋

April 12, 2022 | Zoom Link

1. Welcome
○

Land Acknowledgment

2. Approve Last Week’s Minutes
3. ‘22-’23 Cabinet Appointments!
○

Director of Elections

○

Auditor

MM - the current auditor is not here but they will be auditor again next year.
-

These positions are appointed unlike the covid-19 task force differs from these appointed positions because
it is an ad hoc committee therefore does not need senate confirmation. The Senate just has to approve this
position.

SC - The nominee DOE - Wants to have a 60% voting rate. I Want to use this to communicate with the admin.
-

Wants to serve as a voice to represent the school.
Many people do not know what ASB is up to.
50% of people who are running next year are not completely sure if they will run - want to rethink elections
to boost student engagement.

How will you create an election committee?
-

Will lobby the senate to make elections more engaging for other students. Wants students to feel
empowered to run and to make it easier to run for senate. Will try to find a time that works for everyone.
You all are encouraged to join! Will have competitive elections!

You will be hosting the spring election, do you foresee any challenges?
-

There will be new challenges. Some senators protested this bill, others were for it, I want to work with the
authors of the bill to represent their vision. I have put lots of time into this election process.

What was the voting turnout this year?
-

Do not have the #, but we want to make ASB as a whole more accessible.

Given that the student centers were not open when we were elected, what got in the way of student engagement?
-

I Hope to look into this. Covid made it hard for students to get out the first semester. Students feel like
ASB doesn't do much. Do you actually have any power? Are you doing anything? Next year we should
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show the student body that we are active.
How many people ran for these positions?
-

Sam is the only one who ran for DOE, we had two applications for auditor.

All vote in favor of nominating SC for DOE
All vote in favor of nominating LK for Auditor

4. Passing of the Gavel
5. Bye from Olivia!
6. Things due!
○

End of Year Goal Reports!

○

Honorarium Tax Form + Volunteer agreement

7. Next Tuesday: Pip's Donut Truck!! Tuesday, April 26th from 4-6 pm on the Academic Quad
○

Free donuts, chai and coffee brought to you by ASB
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